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Disposal of unused prescription drugs, and controlled substances in particular, is a complicated issue. Unused drug take-back programs are emerging across the country as one strategy for reducing drug abuse, accidental poisoning, and flushing drugs into the water supply. Current laws and regulations regarding controlled substances, however, limit these programs from accepting all drugs without strict oversight from law enforcement.
SIGNIFICANT BARRIERS

The Controlled Substances Act and Drug Enforcement Agency regulations dictate who can handle controlled substances, and are two of the most significant challenges today facing efforts to dispose of unused drugs. The law and regulations prohibit pharmacies, providers, and hospitals from collecting controlled substances that have already been dispensed to consumers. There is an exception that allows law enforcement officers to accept controlled substances, but because of the added burden of ensuring a law enforcement presence at take-back events, most programs are not currently accepting controlled substances from consumers.

U.S. Postal Service rules that do not allow consumers to mail prescription drugs present another challenge. Unless the Postal Service grants a waiver, communities exploring mail-back options for unused controlled substances cannot collect them.

Other important barriers include regulations that govern how hazardous waste is treated and disposed, the process by which drug disposal instructions are included in drug labels, state pharmacy laws, and rules that govern unused drugs that belong to consumers living in residential facilities or hospice.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

A safe and effective controlled substances disposal system should have the following attributes:

Consumer Convenience. Attractive and accessible options to collect unused controlled substances from consumers.

Legal and Regulatory Feasibility. Without means to legally collect controlled substances, take-back programs will not be able to offer comprehensive solutions.

Program Sustainability. Even if legal barriers are resolved, a disposal system will need a compelling business case and adequate funding to succeed.

Effective Outreach and Education. Participation by all stakeholders will hinge on education on the benefits of proper disposal and available options.
REFORM PATHWAYS

Leaders at the local, state, and federal level will each have to shoulder some of the responsibility for achieving the goals of a controlled substances disposal system. The federal government is well-suited to take a leadership role in aligning the states toward a single national priority, while states and localities can implement solutions based on local values and preferences that differ around the country.
Proper disposal of unused prescription drugs has become an important public health issue in the United States as rates of prescription drug abuse, accidental poisoning, and the incidence of drugs found in the drinking water have gained the nation’s attention. Due in part to growing media coverage of the issue, U.S. consumers are eager to learn how they can prevent leftover prescription drugs from falling into the wrong hands or polluting the environment. Although some of the relevant issues — especially regarding disposal of controlled substances — are fraught with complications, it is clear that consumers want clear-cut disposal options and that guidance on this topic will be well-received by the media and the public alike.

This white paper seeks to create forward momentum by charting a path to a safer, more efficient, and more secure drug disposal system — one that will garner support from a wide range of stakeholders, while also contributing to meaningful reductions in drug diversion and pollution.
SOURCES OF UNUSED MEDICATION

Consumers may have leftover pharmaceuticals for many reasons. Some patients fail to complete the full course of their medication because they have allergic reactions or changes in symptoms, dosage requirements, or treatment protocol. Patients may also be reluctant to continue taking a medication if they begin feeling better or if they do not want to endure unwanted side effects. In addition, some patients die due to life-ending morbidities while on medication, potentially putting loved ones in charge of disposing of their unused prescriptions.

Despite increasing awareness of disposal issues, there have been no definitive studies of how many prescription drugs go unused each year in the United States. The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) estimates that 3 percent (2.8 million pounds) of prescription medications go unused by U.S. consumers and that 7-13 percent (1.5 million pounds) goes unused by patients in long-term care facilities.\(^1\)

Recent data collection efforts, however, suggest that the percentages may be higher. The Teleosis Institute in California collected data on unused drugs from July 1 to December 31, 2007, and reported that of the prescription drugs collected, consumers did not use nearly 45 percent of what they were prescribed.\(^2\) Teleosis, and others, are also collecting data on the types of medications consumers return unused:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDICATION</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL DRUGS COLLECTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central nervous system agents</td>
<td>22.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional products</td>
<td>14.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotherapeutic agents</td>
<td>12.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal agents</td>
<td>8.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular agents</td>
<td>8.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory agents</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-infective medicines</td>
<td>6.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative medicines</td>
<td>5.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormones</td>
<td>4.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunologic agents</td>
<td>2.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Particularly noteworthy in these recent data collection efforts is how few opioids consumers are returning to take-back programs, perhaps saving medications for a "rainy day." Teleosis reported that controlled substances accounted for only 2.15 percent of the total drugs returned. There are several factors that could be contributing to this, not least of which is that most take-back programs do not accept opioids because of the regulatory complications that go along with handling controlled substances.

In recent years, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) has stepped up its efforts to combat prescription drug abuse, especially its oversight of physicians who prescribe opioid analgesics, or painkillers. To thwart illegal diversion of prescription drugs, from May 2001 to January 2004, DEA launched more than 400 investigations of physicians, pharmacies, manufacturers, and wholesalers and arrested nearly 600 individuals. In fiscal year 2007, DEA investigated 224 physicians, which amounts to less than 1 percent of all doctors.

This increased attention to prescribing habits has had a chilling effect on physicians. Several surveys indicate that nearly half of physicians knowingly undertreated pain in their patients for fear of investigation and prosecution. It is, perhaps, not surprising then, that opioids do not appear at the top of the list of the drugs most frequently returned to drug disposal programs.

RISKS OF KEEPING UNUSED DRUGS

Although there are options for disposing of unused drugs, many consumers keep drugs in their possession because they do not want the drugs to go to waste or do not know how to dispose of them properly. Keeping medication in the home poses several risks related to diversion, accidental overdose, and consumption of spoiled substances.

The presence of unused drugs in the household is likely contributing to growing rates of prescription drug abuse among Americans, particularly teenagers. A 2004 survey found that 20 percent of people ages 12 and older misused psychotherapeutic drugs during their lifetime, and 2.5 percent had done so in the past month. Prescription drug misuse was highest in young adults ages 18 to 25, with a rate of misuse of 14.5 percent among those individuals. Types of prescription drugs frequently abused include pain relievers, tranquilizers, stimulants, and sedatives; OxyContin and Vicodin are especially popular among teens.

Many teens erroneously believe that it is safer to use prescription drugs than street drugs, and they report that these drugs are easier to
obtain than street drugs. Nearly 60 percent of people ages 12 and older obtain prescription painkillers for free through friends or family. This behavior poses a serious public health problem and is contributing to the steady uptick in poison-related deaths in the United States. In 2004, 20,950 people died of drug poisoning.

A study by the Partnership for a Drug-Free America of seventh through twelfth graders found that 40 percent of respondents believe using prescription drugs is safer than using illegal drugs. In addition, 29 percent think that pain relievers are not addictive, and 62 percent of teens who abuse prescription pain relievers said they do so because they are easily accessible through parents’ medicine cabinets. The second most common type of drug abuse after marijuana was prescription drugs. Five of the six drugs most frequently abused by twelfth graders were prescription drugs or cough and cold medicines, as found in a 2006 study.

The growing rates of prescription drug abuse are driving demand for a comprehensive and sensible drug disposal program. Parents, in particular, are becoming increasingly aware of this issue, largely because the White House Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) National Anti-Drug Media Campaign and other large-scale awareness efforts are encouraging them to safeguard and properly dispose of unused drugs.

CURRENT DISPOSAL PRACTICES

Research indicates that consumers lack guidance on how to dispose of their leftover medication. A 2006 survey of 301 patients at an outpatient pharmacy found that fewer than 20 percent had ever been given advice from a healthcare provider about medication disposal. The same survey found that more than half of patients reported storing unused and expired medications in their homes, while more than half flushed unused medication down the toilet, and only 22.9 percent reported returning unused medication to the pharmacy for disposal.

Earlier research yielded similar findings. A 1996 survey of 500 callers to a U.S. poison information center found that only 1.4 percent of callers returned medications to a pharmacy, while 54 percent reported disposing of medications in the garbage, 35.4 percent reported flushing medications down the toilet or sink, 7.2 percent reported that they did not dispose of medications, and only 2 percent said they used all medications before expiration. The same study also surveyed 100 pharmacies and found that only 5 percent of the pharmacies had consistent recommendations for their customers on drug disposal. In addition, 25 percent of the pharmacies said questions on drug disposal were handled by individual pharmacists only on consumer request.
As evidenced by this research, consumers depend on three primary disposal methods for unused medication: flushing them down the toilet, throwing them in the trash, and returning them to the pharmacy. Each of these methods deserves closer examination to understand the relevant advantages and disadvantages:

**Flushing.** This method, which the ONDCP recommends for several prescription drugs, including a number of controlled substances, is a convenient way to ensure that drugs are permanently removed from the home and cannot be diverted.

Despite its convenience, this approach nevertheless raises potential environmental concerns, especially in light of research from the United States, Canada, and Europe that found trace pharmaceuticals in surface, ground, and drinking water. In 2002, the U.S. Geological Survey conducted the first national study of organic wastewater contaminants and found human and veterinary drugs — including hormones, steroids, and personal care product ingredients — in 80 percent of the 139 streams tested in 30 states. Antibiotics and prescription drugs were among the most frequently detected chemicals.\(^\text{16}\) It is unclear what amount is entering the water through human excretion of ingested medicines or from flushing. Scientists are currently exploring this very question; however, of the studies on pharmaceuticals in the environments that have been completed, no negative effects to human health were discovered.\(^\text{17}\)

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has yet to issue guidelines for testing for pharmaceuticals in water supplies. As a result, state and local wastewater and public and private water suppliers do not test for these compounds. Nevertheless, these environmental concerns raise important issues and deserve to be addressed in a comprehensive and sensible drug disposal strategy. Notably, some local government and environmental groups have raised concerns over the White House guidance approach to flushing medications, and some states have posted their own guidelines that recommend against flushing or pouring medications down drains.

**Trash.** Throwing unused drugs in the trash — much like flushing them down the toilet — is a convenient method for removing medications from the household. This method is also supported by ONDCP, provided consumers disguise the drugs or mix them with kitty litter, coffee grinds, or other undesirable substances.

Despite the convenience factor, this method is not foolproof and can lead to drug diversion. In addition, research indicates that pharmaceuticals in landfills may be leaching into groundwater and waterways.
because of poorly engineered or unlined landfill sites. In fact, the EPA has stated that it expects that all landfills will eventually fail and leak. In spite of technological improvements, it is unlikely that the risk of leakage from landfills can be eliminated. In the small number of cases where waste is disposed of in unlined landfills, pharmaceuticals could theoretically leach into groundwater and enter the drinking water supply.

As a result of these issues, throwing medication into the trash might be contributing to the same environmental concerns outlined in the flushing section.

**Take-Back Programs.** Programs that collect and dispose of unused drugs are gaining support as people wrestle with how best to dispose of various types of medication. Most take-back programs have emerged as a response to reducing the potentially negative effects on the environment of flushing drugs or disposing of them in landfills. Stemming the tide of drug abuse and diversion and preventing accidental poisonings is typically a secondary motivator.

With respect to controlled substances, however, consumer return options are more limited because of DEA regulations that prevent pharmacists from taking back drugs from consumers. In fact, the DEA specifies that only law enforcement officials can receive returned controlled substances from consumers. Most community and state take-back programs do not accept controlled substances from consumers because of this constraint.

Despite the promise of these programs, they are currently hampered by numerous challenges that impede their overall effectiveness and sustainability. Among these obstacles are laws that prevent providers and pharmacies from accepting returned controlled substances, lack of adequate and sustained funding, and competing demands and priorities that can limit commitment and collaboration from community stakeholders.

Given the difficulty of implementing these programs, it is not surprising that they are somewhat rare. And those that do exist often are offered infrequently or at locations, such as household hazardous waste collection facilities, that can make them inconvenient for consumers.

**SCOPE OF PAPER**

The purpose of this paper is to determine optimal strategies for consumer-initiated disposal of unused and unwanted drugs. This paper does not address how best to change consumer behavior to take advantage of these systems, but it does seek to identify disposal methods that will pose the fewest barriers in terms of convenience and difficulty.
Once systems are in place to help consumers safely and efficiently dispose of drugs, additional research will be needed to uncover social marketing practices that can convince consumers that they should, indeed, take advantage of drug disposal programs. New methods will also be needed to heighten consumer understanding of the fact that keeping unwanted medications in homes carries more risk than benefit, especially with regard to potential for overdose, expiration, and diversion.

Also, this paper does not contemplate drug disposal issues for hospitals or other healthcare facilities where medications are the property of the facility, and not the patient. In nursing homes or hospices, medications remain the property of the patient, and the staff is merely custodians. Because the drugs never become patient property, hospitals do not have to contend with many of the issues regarding return of controlled substances that nursing homes or hospices do. The requirements for returning controlled substances are discussed later in the Current Landscape section. Hospitals have separate channels for returning unused drugs, typically through a reverse distributor, that handles the disposal. Nursing homes and hospices, however, cannot accept unused drugs from patients because the law prohibits anyone but the patient to whom the drug was prescribed from taking possession of it. As such, nursing homes and hospices are grappling, much like consumers, with the most appropriate way to dispose of unused drugs.
METHODOLOGY
To better understand the issues related to disposal of controlled substances and to inform potential solutions to the problem, Avalere Health reviewed the literature on federal regulations, policies, and guidelines that govern disposal of pharmaceuticals, particularly controlled substances. The literature review also included materials from existing efforts to collect and dispose of unused drugs from consumers.
Additionally, Avalere interviewed more than 20 public- and private-sector stakeholders across the country invested in the safe collection and disposal of unused or expired pharmaceuticals. Specifically, interviewees included participants from eight statewide or community take-back programs of varying models. These interviewees ranged from employees of solid and hazardous waste departments to nonprofit organizations to law enforcement. Avalere also interviewed representatives of key industry groups including national associations representing state controlled substances regulators, hospices, pharmacies, reverse distributors, national chain pharmacies, and regional coalitions focused on pollution prevention. Officials representing the regulatory arm of the federal government were also interviewed.

To conduct the interviews, Avalere developed and used structured interview guides tailored for each stakeholder group. The interviews explored a number of topics:

- Issues contributing to the large amounts of unused/expired pharmaceuticals
- Benefits to developing a collection and disposal system
- Operational and regulatory barriers related to collecting and disposing controlled substances
- Potential broad and sustainable solutions to the problem
- Infrastructure, stakeholders, and funding streams needed to support those potential solutions
Additionally, Avalere participated in a national stakeholder dialogue led by the Product Stewardship Institute (PSI), which focuses on fostering partnerships between government and private-sector stakeholders to reduce the health and environmental impacts of consumer products. PSI is hosting a series of four multi-stakeholder meetings to evaluate the feasibility of developing product stewardship approaches for the collection and disposal of unused pharmaceuticals.

The literature review, interviews, and participation in PSI’s dialogue meetings provide the basis for this report’s findings.
CURRENT LANDSCAPE FOR
DRUG DISPOSAL PROGRAMS
Take-back programs are emerging to address drug abuse and diversion, accidental poisoning, and environmental problems by providing consumers with a safe and environmentally sound option for disposing of unused or expired drugs. Take-back programs are state or community-driven initiatives focused on safely collecting and disposing of unwanted over-the-counter, prescription, and in certain cases, veterinary medications.
COLLECTION

Two collection models have emerged: drop-off and mail-back/ship-back. Both of these options are limited by current laws and regulations concerning controlled substances, so some programs accept only non-controlled drugs, while others are experimenting with creative solutions to allow for collections of all medications—including controlled substances. In either model, collection events are typically organized by a collaboration of many stakeholders.

Drop-off Models. Under this model, individuals can drop-off their unused medications either at permanent collection sites or one-day events. Based on the literature review, more than 30 permanent and one-day take-back programs are operating in the United States; the majority of these are permanent sites. This figure (overall number of existing programs) could very well be an under-representation of the actual amount of take-backs, as new programs are constantly being launched and because a systematic tracking system for take-back programs is just now getting underway.

Permanent collection programs provide ongoing, year-round drop-off services for consumers at either one or multiple predefined locations, generally at pharmacies, police stations, or household hazardous waste (HHW) facilities. The most widely used drop-off sites for permanent collections are pharmacies and police stations. Also, depending on the scale of the project, permanent collection programs operate multiple drop-off sites throughout a defined service area. Entities organizing permanent collection programs range from nonprofit organizations focused on consumer or environmental issues, to counties and municipalities, to state boards of pharmacy. With the exception of very few programs, permanent collection programs do not generally accept controlled substances because of the limitations imposed by the Controlled Substances Act and accompanying DEA regulations.

ONLY 22.9 PERCENT OF CONSUMERS REPORTED RETURNING UNUSED MEDICATION TO THE PHARMACY.
**PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT: Washington State Pharmaceuticals From Households: A Return Mechanism (PH:ARM)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRIEF DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PH:ARM pilot began in 2006. Consumers deposit unused drugs in secure drop boxes in pharmacies. Controlled substances are not allowed. Once collected, drugs are moved to secure storage facilities operated by participating pharmacies. Drugs are transported for incineration by a reverse distributor licensed by the state board of pharmacy and the DEA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTION SITE(S)</td>
<td>Group Health Cooperative clinical pharmacies and Bartell Drugs retail pharmacies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTS</td>
<td>Projected cost of statewide program is $3.3 million or $5.60 per pound collected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTCOME</td>
<td>As of May 2008, PH:ARM collected more than 10,000 pounds of unused pharmaceuticals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
In June 2007, the La Crosse County Solid Waste Department became the first permanent collection site in Wisconsin. The county developed a unique strategy for disposing of unwanted pharmaceuticals, specifically controlled substances. Employees from the department are conditionally deputized by the county sheriff to receive controlled substances from individuals. County residents are then able to drop off any unused medication at the hazardous waste facility. Under supervision by the department’s deputized staff, residents drop off their medication through a funnel into a gallon drum of solvent that dissolves the medications. The program is funded through a tax levy, grants, and fees charged to non-area residents/businesses.

COLLECTION SITE(S)
County hazardous materials facility.

COLLECTING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES?
Yes

ORGANIZERS & PARTNERS
La Crosse County Solid Waste Department, La Crosse County Sheriff’s Office, La Crosse area local pharmacies, Franciscan Skemp Medical Center, La Crosse area U.S. Fish & Wildlife office.

COSTS
The total annual cost is estimated at $12,000-$15,000.

OUTCOME
As of May 2008, La Crosse County collected 8,500 pounds of unused pharmaceuticals.

Unlike permanent collections, one-day take-backs are regional or local collection events held only occasionally. One-day events may take the form of communitywide or citywide collection drives that occur simultaneously across different locations throughout a selected geographic region. These collection events are hosted in a variety of venues including pharmacies, police stations, HHW facilities, senior centers, parks, and hospitals; law enforcement officials, nonprofits, and state environmental or health agencies typically work together to organize one-day take-back events. Many one-day take-back events collect controlled substances along with other medications. Because these events are time-limited, they do not require the long-term commitment from law enforcement officers that permanent collection sites do; therefore, one-day events are able to secure a law enforcement presence at a reasonable cost.
**Program Spotlight: Northeast Recycling Council (NERC)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>NERC is a nonprofit collaboration among 10 states (CT, DE, ME, MA, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT) devoted to advancing an environmentally sustainable economy by promoting source and toxicity reduction, recycling, and the purchasing of environmentally preferable products and services. Through grants from the Community Pharmacy Foundation, the EPA, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), NERC is working with retail pharmacies around the United States to encourage the development of unwanted medication collections. NERC has organized one-day events in nine states (ME, NH, VT, MA, CT, NY, PA, VA, WV).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collection Site(s)</td>
<td>One-day collection pilots in pharmacies, senior centers, and HHW facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting Controlled Substances?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizers &amp; Partners</td>
<td>Nonprofit organization that is composed of 10 Northeast states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>NERC events range in costs. For example, a program held in conjunction with a blood drive in Vermont cost just over $4,000, while an event at a CVS pharmacy in Massachusetts cost nearly $8,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>NERC drafted guidance detailing approaches and best practices for conducting a replicable take-back program, as well as case studies from many of its one-day events.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mail/Ship-back Models.** In a mail-back program, consumers send their unused drugs to a central location via the United States Postal Service (USPS), while a ship-back program uses a private carrier, such as UPS or FedEx. There are two programs currently operating in this capacity across the country. Maine in partnership with USPS conducts a statewide mail-back program, and Capital Returns, a Wisconsin-based reverse distributor, operates a ship-back pilot program.

In both programs, participants who use the services are expected to put the pharmaceuticals in a specified mailer before sending. The Maine program provides prepaid mailing envelopes that are available at pharmacies, physician offices, and post offices. The Maine take-back program accepts controlled substances, while the Wisconsin program does not. Law enforcement officers at the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency receive the...
mailed-in controlled substances, fulfilling the requirements of the Controlled Substances Act. To minimize the likelihood of receiving controlled substances, Capital Returns encourages individuals to call a toll-free number to describe the exact medications they plan on mailing.

**PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT: Maine Mail-back Pilot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRIEF DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Launched in May 2008, the pilot offers a free mail-back option for consumers aged 65 and older. A total of 1,800 envelopes will be available in 7 pharmacies in 4 counties. The pilot is currently funded through a grant from the EPA Aging Initiative designed specifically to assist older adults and caregivers. The pilot will be expanded to all age groups in late 2008 or early 2009, when 7,200 mailers will be available statewide.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTION SITE(S)</td>
<td>Consumers can pick up envelopes at participating pharmacies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANIZERS &amp; PARTNERS</td>
<td>University of Maine Center on Aging, Maine Benzodiazepine Study Group, Drug Disposal Group, Maine DEA, USPS, Rite Aid Pharmacies, Miller Drug Pharmacy, Maine Department of Environmental Protection, Maine Department of Health and Human Services, Community Medical Foundation for Patient Safety, National Council on Patient Information and Education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTS</td>
<td>Maine is supporting this pilot with $300,000 in grant funds, half from EPA, and half from state appropriations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTCOME</td>
<td>Not measured yet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT: Wisconsin Ship-back Pilot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRIEF DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Launched in May 2008, the pilot program offers a ship-back option for consumers via UPS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTION SITE(S)</td>
<td>Consumers must call Capital Returns to receive a prepaid and prelabeled envelope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECTING CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES?</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORGANIZERS &amp; PARTNERS</td>
<td>Waukesha and Winnebago counties, University Extension-Solid and Hazardous Waste Education Center, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, EPA, Department of Agricultural Trade and Consumer Protection, Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTS</td>
<td>$72,625 for six-month pilot.²⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTCOME</td>
<td>Not measured yet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISPOSAL**

There are several options for disposing drugs collected through take-back programs: hazardous waste incineration, solid waste incineration, hazardous waste landfill, or solid waste landfill. Most take-back programs treat and destroy non-controlled medications as hazardous waste, whereas controlled substances, if collected, are turned over to law enforcement for witnessed destruction as required by the DEA.

A number of respondents cited reasons why hazardous waste incinerators are the optimum method currently available for disposal: high burn temperature and effective pollution control systems to deal with air emissions and residue from the incinerated medications. At least one program is taking advantage of a waste-to-energy facility. The Capital Returns ship-back pilot transfers all collected medications to a facility in Indiana where the steam generated from incineration is used to help power the city of Indianapolis.²¹

It is important to note that the DEA requires that a licensed physician, pharmacist, mid-level practitioner, or a state or local law enforcement...
officer witness the disposal of controlled substance and that the drugs be destroyed beyond recovery. If a take-back program is collecting controlled substances, it should arrange for disposal that meets these requirements. Most programs turn the collected controlled substances over to the law enforcement officers present at the event.

COSTS

The interviews and literature revealed that existing programs capture and measure operational costs in different ways. There are, however, certain categories of costs that are universal for all programs: staffing, equipment/supplies (including mailers in mail-back/ship-back models), advertising, and disposal.
The table below describes and links the cost drivers to examples of their attendant expenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>COST DRIVERS</th>
<th>EXPENSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STAFF</td>
<td>Required staff includes greeters, data entry personnel, a site supervisor, a hazardous waste company, pharmacists, and law enforcement if controlled substances are accepted.</td>
<td>Law enforcement personnel average $45/hour. Pharmacists average $50/hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPLIES &amp; EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>Programs will need to purchase and maintain tools for counting medications, reference documents for researching unknown or unlabeled medications, tables, chairs, laptops, and hazardous waste containers. These costs may be nominal depending on the sophistication of collection vessels and whether the tables, chairs, and laptops used are borrowed.</td>
<td>Large metal drop boxes could cost about $650 each plus additional bucket costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAILERS</td>
<td>Prepaid mailers or mailing labels</td>
<td>Prepaid mailers used by the Maine program cost approximately $4 to mail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVERTISING</td>
<td>The advertising costs are determined by the marketing strategies and tactics. A number of programs reported purchasing newspapers, television, and radio advertisements, sending press releases, and posting fliers.</td>
<td>NERC one-day programs ranged from $100 to $1,000, depending on each program’s strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISPOSAL</td>
<td>Costs associated with hazardous waste disposal are linked to the transportation of non-controlled substances for destruction, the tracking of medications from the stage of collection to destruction, and incineration.</td>
<td>Two programs reported averaging about $2.00-2.50 per pound for disposal. NERC found that one-day events held outside of HHW events averaged about $23 per gallon for disposal and nearly $294 for transportation fees. For events held in conjunction with HHW events, disposal averaged $12 per gallon and no transportation fee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Existing programs do not systematically measure the same operational costs because some programs benefit from donated services or items. For example, some programs received in-kind donations from partners. In Clark County, Washington, participating pharmacies and county public programs absorb all costs of the program so that consumers can return their unwanted medications at no fee. Additionally, in Illinois, the state EPA will fund transportation and disposal of non-controlled medicines collected through county-organized collections. In each of these cases, the costs reported by these programs may underestimate the actual costs because of an undercount of in-kind services.

**FUNDING**

A combination of public and private sources fund take-back programs, such as federal and state environmental agencies, the USDA, and private grants. With respect to federal funding, the EPA issued $300,000 in grants in 2006 to the Maine mail-back program and to the St. Louis, Missouri, take-back program. EPA’s Office for Children’s Health Protection funded the federal grant, which was set aside for financing take-back programs as part of the agency’s efforts to work jointly with the DEA in ensuring compliance with federal and state laws and regulations.\(^24\) The EPA also has a number of grants that, although not strictly reserved for funding take-back programs, support state and community efforts to address waste reduction, pollution prevention, and source reduction. For example, an EPA grant created the Great Lakes Regional Collaboration to focus on pollution prevention recommendations for emerging contaminants, such as pharmaceuticals. Working through the Collaboration, the Illinois-Indiana Sea Grant Program developed a toolkit for organizations seeking to implement drug take-back programs.\(^25\) The USDA also provided funding to the Northeast Recycling Council to determine mechanisms for incorporating pharmaceuticals into HHW collection.

State governments and local municipalities are also financing take-back programs. Specifically, the state EPAs of Illinois, Maine, and Florida offered grants to local take-back programs. State and county services also help to defray certain costs of take-back programs. In a permanent collection program in Kendall County, Illinois, the local police department provided in-kind donations for use of the police station building and officer time to run the collection program.

Non-governmental funding comes in the form of private grants. The PH:ARM, for instance, receives funds from the Russell Family Foundation, the Public Information and Education fund of the Puget Sound Action
Team, Group Health Cooperative, and the Bartell Drug Company in addition to public funds received from the Snohomish County Solid Waste Management Division and Seattle Public Utilities.

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES

In considering a solution for opioid disposal, stakeholders have distinct and sometimes opposing perspectives on the proper course of action. Because of the broad range of interested stakeholders, designing a comprehensive solution will be no easy task and a “one size fits all” solution will likely not be feasible to accommodate the various needs and desires of all stakeholders that touch the issue.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers. While there are some pharmaceutical manufacturers emerging as leaders in drug disposal efforts, manufacturers individually have said very little.26 The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), a membership association of large pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, has participated in several stakeholder dialogue meetings on unused drugs and pharmaceuticals in the environment across the country, and maintains that drugs appear in drinking water primarily from human excretion — not from flushing or pouring drugs down drains.27 As such, PhRMA does not see consumer take-back as an appropriate strategy to reduce drugs in drinking water.28 PhRMA recently joined the SMARxT Disposal campaign, a joint effort with the American Pharmacists Association and Fish and Wildlife Service, which seeks to educate consumers that disposing unwanted medication in the trash is a safe and effective means of removing drugs from the home, and poses no measureable threat to the environment.29

In response to producer responsibility or product stewardship models, PhRMA opposes manufacturer funding of take-back programs, and instead proposes that communities implementing the programs take care of the funding.30

Pharmacies and Pharmacists. In general, pharmacies and pharmacists are supportive of encouraging proper disposal of unwanted or expired medications in an effort to decrease drug abuse and diversion; however, they have some concerns that pharmacies do not have the resources to absorb the costs of such a program “without having to pass it on to the consumers.”31 In interviews and research, chain drug stores as well as smaller community pharmacists supported the reimbursement of pharmacists participating in take-back programs or paybacks for the costs incurred in arranging for disposal of the collected drugs.32
Additionally, pharmacies and pharmacists felt that there were a number of public health, safety, and logistics reasons that pharmacies were not the most appropriate sites for permanent collection of unwanted drugs from consumers. First, they suggested that an expansion of the waste disposal programs already run by the state, counties, and municipalities would be a better option to collect pharmaceuticals than implementing an entirely new program solely for collection and disposal of drugs. Second, they argued that bringing unused drugs back into the pharmacy creates safety risks. The purity and integrity of the drugs that consumers return cannot be verified, and pharmacies do not want to expose their staff or their customers to drugs that may be contaminated or hazardous. Third, they noted pharmacies have very little storage space, and could not maintain the space needed for drop boxes in addition to the space required for regular storage of drugs dispensed to patients. Lastly, they proposed that take-back programs be funded not by industry, but rather by states or grant programs. Pharmacies pay state taxes and other fees to the state, such as license and other business fees, and those monies support public waste disposal programs, which the members argue are the more appropriate means by which consumers should dispose of unwanted and expires medications.

**Hospices.** Most patients served by hospices are at the end of life and typically in need of high doses of prescription medications to manage pain, including opioids. As such, when many patients die, large quantities of opioids and other controlled substances remain unused and cannot be returned to a pharmacy for re-dispensing. One study estimates that hospice patients waste nearly $200 million worth of unused medications each year. Medicare conditions of participation require hospices to have policies and procedures in place for disposal of controlled substances that are left in patients’ homes, but federal regulations do not dictate specific disposal methods. DEA rules prevent hospice workers from removing unused controlled substances from the patients’ homes, and historically, many hospices have instructed deceased patients’ families to flushed unused medications.

Among our interviewees, there was some discrepancy in opinion about whether it was in fact legal for hospices to remove drugs from deceased patients’ homes. Because hospices are not required to register with DEA, the same restrictions placed on other DEA registrants, like pharmacists or practitioners, do not apply. However, because it is illegal under the Controlled Substances Act for anyone other than the person for whom the medication was prescribed to have possession of a prescribed
controlled substance, most hospices entrust disposal of the medication to the family, rather than risk violating the law by taking the patients’ unused drugs into their possession.37

Hospices agree that there needs to be a better solution to the problem of unused drugs, and controlled substances in particular. Hospices think that flushing unused medications is not necessarily the most appropriate means of disposing of drugs for environmental reasons, and because of the high volume of unused controlled substances, hospice organizations are generally supportive of drug recycling options. For drugs that are individually packaged and unopened, hospices feel strongly that these drugs should be re-dispensed or donated to other patients.
In the current environment, a system for disposal of unused opioids is burdensome on many of the stakeholders and communities that seek to implement comprehensive solutions. For a safe and effective opioid disposal system to successfully meet the varied goals of all involved stakeholders, the following factors are critical:
1. CONSUMER CONVENIENCE

To facilitate the greatest consumer participation levels, an opioid disposal system must be convenient, common sense, and economical. Options for disposal should be appealing and accessible to consumers, and should reduce as many barriers to participation as possible, such as cost to participate. Many of our interviewees said reaching the goal of improved consumer convenience was achievable with some changes to the current system.

Enhancing the Drop-off Model. To make the drop-off model more convenient, programs should consider collection locations that are familiar, comfortable, and easily accessible to consumers. Drop-off locations that are connected to sites that consumers regularly associate with prescriptions or healthcare (e.g., pharmacies, hospitals, clinics, physicians’ offices) may be the most convenient collection points in areas where those facilities are within close proximity to consumers’ homes and workplaces. In urban areas, consumers may not view police stations or household hazardous waste facilities as ideal collection locations for a number of reasons. Consumers may be unfamiliar with hours of operation, disinclined to travel to distant locations, or feel uneasy about interacting with police officers — all of which may act to dissuade consumers from participating in disposal programs.

In rural areas, however, there may only be one pharmacy available to consumers, while police stations, fire stations, or similar sites may be more prevalent in communities. Assessing optimal locations for drop-off sites should be a case-by-case determination — a single approach is not likely to meet the needs of every community.

For all locations, drop-boxes should be easily accessible to consumers. Some pharmacy drop-off programs house the boxes behind the pharmacy counter, while others position the drop-box in a location where pharmacists never have to physically touch the returned drugs. Because DEA regulations and state board of pharmacy rules restrict pharmacists from taking possession of dispensed drugs from consumers, programs should be careful to arrange the drop-off site to avoid jeopardizing pharmacists’ licensure status. Many programs work with state boards of pharmacy to ensure that their model complies with all relevant laws and regulations.

Disposal programs should also consider establishing permanent drop-off locations, as opposed to holding sporadic events. One-day or occasional events can be very inefficient, levels of consumer participation can be hard to gauge, and consumer expectations are difficult to maintain. In the San Francisco Bay area, the cost of drugs disposal days held over one...
week averaged $175 per consumer, for a total of $87,000.\textsuperscript{38} They also noted that consumers returned to the collection locations after the events seeking out disposal options that were no longer available. Additionally, recycling drives for other consumer products, like electronics, have reported exceeding capacity and long wait times. Collections on the first day of a three-day electronics collection event in Minnesota in 2007 overwhelmed event organizers forcing the cancellation of the second and third days of collections.\textsuperscript{39} Consumers turned out in droves, and many left frustrated by the lack of traffic control and reported two-hour wait times.

Permanent drop-off programs present more convenient options by offering more consistent hours of operation and continuous opportunities for disposal.

Enhancing the Mail/Ship-back Model. The mail/ship-back pilot programs underway may offer more convenient disposal options to consumers, in that consumers do not have to travel to a pharmacy, police station, or household hazardous waste treatment facility to dispose of their unused medications. In Maine, consumers pick up the mail-back envelopes at the pharmacy where their prescription is dispensed and they place the envelopes in their mailboxes — requiring no additional travel. The Wisconsin pilot, however, requires that participating consumers deposit the envelope containing unused drugs in a UPS box, which presumably requires some additional travel to a UPS drop-off location.

In expanding mail/ship-back pilots, stakeholders should consider the following to boost consumer convenience:

- **Availability.** Making mailers widely available to consumers at pharmacies, doctors’ offices, post offices, and other retail locations that sell or dispense medications (e.g., grocery stores, large discount stores) may help to facilitate participation. There are some drawbacks to offering mailers at so many locations. First, to ensure adequate and constant supply, it is probable that more mailers than necessary would need to be manufactured. This is likely to increase costs associated with a mail-back program. Second, with limited oversight of who is taking the mailers, mail-back programs run the risk of receiving unwanted materials, i.e., not unused drugs. Third, consumers may misplace or lose mailers if they do not use them shortly after receiving them.
Packaging. Mail/ship-back programs can provide the mailers to consumers, as in Maine and Wisconsin, or programs could opt for consumers to use their own packaging. Capital Returns, the reverse distributor participating in the Wisconsin pilot, recommends that consumers use the mailers provided by the project to enable better tracking of packages sent for disposal and so that consumers do not have to pay for their own packaging. Additionally, when programs supply the mailers, they can ensure that the packaging conforms to USPS and DEA rules regarding mailing prescription drugs, especially controlled substances. Permitting consumers to use their own packaging, however, may be more convenient for consumers if they are not required to travel to a post office, pharmacy, or other location to pick up the mailers. Conversely, some consumers may view being required to purchase their own packaging as an inconvenience. Mail/ship-back programs should carefully weigh these options, and may want to consider holding focus groups or town hall meetings to determine which methods consumers prefer.

Cost. The type of packaging required can drive the costs associated with mailing unused drugs for disposal. For example, in the Maine mail-back program, the mailers cost $3-$4 because of the weight of the padded envelopes. UPS, FedEx, or another commercial carrier may be a less expensive option, particularly if programs can make some arrangement for lower shipping costs based on volume.

One option for addressing these considerations is for health plans and pharmacy benefits managers (PBMs) to send mailers to consumers. Plans and PBMs have access to data on when consumers fill prescriptions, including the provider’s dosing instructions, and the number of pills dispensed. With this information, plans and PBMs could determine when a patient should be completing the medication, and could send a mailer at that time. This method could also help payers become more knowledgeable about patients’ medication adherence behaviors, as well as providing information on wasted medications.

2. LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY FEASIBILITY

There are a number of federal and state laws and regulations that take-back programs currently must comply. Some of these act as barriers to
creating a comprehensive and streamlined collection and disposal solution for unused or unwanted drugs. Laws and regulations dealing with controlled substances present the most significant challenges, and hazardous waste disposal requirements are also difficult to navigate. Better coordination among regulatory agencies at the federal and state level is critical to ensure a consistent strategy and messaging regarding disposal of unused drugs, including opioids. Currently, federal and state agencies offer inconsistent and sometimes contradictory guidance on proper drug disposal, resulting from differences in interpretation and incompatible laws. Working in a more collaborative manner to resolve misinterpretations, inconsistencies, and contradictions among all laws can facilitate developing a feasible legal and regulatory framework that satisfies the needs of all stakeholders. To enable a convenient, efficient, and effective system, the following policy changes should be explored:

**Controlled Substances Act and DEA Regulations.** The DEA enforces the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) and its accompanying regulations. Many states also have agencies charged with oversight of controlled substances that focus on reducing the risk of diversion.\(^{41}\) Controlled substances are grouped into five “schedules” and include illegal drugs as well as medications like Ambien, oxycodone, and codeine.\(^ {42}\) The CSA and DEA regulations create a closed distribution system to limit opportunities for diversion of controlled substances. When controlled substances, specifically Scheduled II and III products, are in the system — from manufacturers to distributors to dispensers — they are tracked and accounted for at every turn. Once dispensed, controlled substances are outside the closed system and may not re-enter. The DEA prohibits the transfer of that medication from the consumer back to the pharmacist, doctor, reverse distributor, or anyone else registered with the DEA to handle controlled substances.\(^ {43}\) The DEA permits only two exceptions:

- Consumers may return controlled substances to manufacturers in the case of recalls or dispensing errors.\(^ {44}\)
- Controlled substances may be taken into possession by law enforcement officials.\(^ {45}\)

In effect, no one else except for the patient can legally take possession of a prescription for a controlled substance. Because of the prohibition or because law enforcement officers have to be present to receive any returned controlled substances, many take-back programs have opted not to collect them.

“DEA has legitimate concerns, but our pilot is trying to demonstrate that we can collect unused drugs in a safe and secure way.”
There is a provision in DEA’s regulations that covers drug disposal. As it now exists, 21 CFR § 1307.21 directs non-registrants (e.g., consumers) to apply to the local DEA Special Agent in Charge for authorization and instructions to employ one of four options for disposal:

- Transfer to a DEA registrant that is authorized to possess the substance;
- Delivery to a DEA agent or to the nearest DEA office;
- Destruction in the presence of a DEA agent or other authorized person; or
- Some other means the local Special Agent in Charge determines to ensure the substance does not become available to unauthorized persons.

Amending this section to include more disposal options for consumer and other stakeholders would facilitate expansion of feasible solutions. The DEA is working to promulgate regulations to allow DEA-registered reverse distributors to accept controlled substances mailed from consumers for disposal. This option would allow DEA to rely on a trusted source to receive the drugs, document and inventory all controlled substances received, and ensure that all drugs collected are sent directly for disposal and not mistakenly returned into the supply of drugs available to be dispensed to patients.

This type of change will give consumers an alternative to flushing controlled substances, but might contravene the principle of consumer convenience by requiring consumers to dispose of their unwanted medications in two different ways: by mail for controlled substances and by some other means for all other drugs.

**State Board of Pharmacy Laws and Regulations.** State boards of pharmacy oversee licensing of pharmacists as well as handling and dispensing of prescription medications. Because federal law and all state laws dictate that controlled substances, once dispensed, can only be in the possession of the patient, pharmacists are almost always prohibited from taking physical possession of a controlled substance after it leaves the pharmacy. There are two very limited exceptions to this, discussed above.

This restriction makes it virtually impossible within the confines of existing law for pharmacists to be the sole participants in take-back programs that accept controlled substances. Instead, most programs use
pharmacists’ services to identify whether a medication is a controlled substance, to inventory the product, and to hand it over to a law enforcement officer for permanent custody. Even this level of participation may be construed as violating the prohibition on pharmacists “taking possession” of controlled substances, so take-back programs have worked closely with state boards of pharmacy to ensure pharmacists that participate do not jeopardize their licensure.

**Federal Hospice Regulations.** Current federal rules require hospices to have a policy for disposal of controlled substances “maintained in the patient’s home when those drugs are no longer needed by the patient.” 47 State regulations echo this requirement. New Medicare rules will go into effect in December 2008 that expand hospices’ responsibilities around disposal of controlled substances. Under the new rules, when controlled substances are first ordered, hospices must provide a copy of their drug disposal policies to the patient and/or family and discuss the options with the patient and/or family. 48

Because hospice patients tend to be using pain medications at the time of their death, there are often large amounts of unused controlled substances present in hospice patients’ homes. As DEA regulations prohibit anyone other than the patient from taking possession of prescribed controlled substances, hospice workers cannot remove the unused drugs from patients’ homes. Accordingly, the only disposal option for most of these drugs is for family members to flush them down the toilet.

**USPS Rules on Mailing Prescription Drugs.** Until a few years ago, USPS rules prohibited consumers from mailing prescription drugs under any circumstances. When Vioxx was withdrawn from the market in 2004, USPS revised its rules to allow consumers to mail recalled drugs directly back to manufacturers using mailers pre-paid and pre-addressed by manufacturers. 49 This is still the only permissible consumer use if the mail for prescription drugs; however, manufacturers, pharmacies, and authorized dispensers may mail prescription drugs. 50

USPS is currently working with state and local pilot programs to enable consumers to mail unused drugs, including controlled substances, to law enforcement entities. The first program, which began in Maine in May 2008, allows consumers to mail unused drugs to the Maine DEA. USPS also specifies the packaging and labeling requirements for mailers containing controlled substances, which dictate that the mailers must have no markings indicating that they contain drugs, the medications must remain in their original containers, and the mailers must be secure to prevent the drugs from being damaged. 51
To successfully implement DEA’s rumored regulation that would allow consumer to return unused controlled substances to reverse distributors through the mail, USPS rules may again have to be changed to allow consumers to mail unused controlled substances to reverse distributors for disposal.

**RCRA and EPA Regulations on Hazardous Waste.** The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), enforced by the EPA, outlines the regulatory scheme for the disposal of hazardous waste from municipalities and industries. RCRA does not regulate household waste, which would include any unused pharmaceuticals in the possession of an individual. It does regulate facilities that generate, transport, treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste. Some prescription and over-the-counter medications must be treated as hazardous waste if they are disposed of by facilities. Examples of drugs specifically listed as hazardous wastes include nitroglycerin, nicotine patches, and Coumadin. Other drugs may require treatment as hazardous waste if they are flammable, reactive, can corrode, or are toxic.

The EPA does not allow the take-back of waste household pharmaceuticals through reverse distributors, which manage unwanted pharmaceuticals for healthcare facilities, such as pharmacies and hospitals. The drugs collected by reverse distributors are either returned to manufacturers or are sent for disposal. The EPA has made clear, however, that at the time of collection the drugs are not considered waste because they still may have some financial value. The reverse distributor, not the facility from which the unused drugs are collected, determines whether the unwanted drug is waste, and therefore, becomes the waste generator. Because reverse distributors cannot accept any waste, they cannot accept pharmaceutical waste from households.

While EPA has primary authority to develop regulations to implement RCRA, there are provisions that permit EPA to delegate this authority to states that wish to administer and enforce their own hazardous waste programs. The state programs must be at least as stringent as the federal requirements. Most states have authorized the hazardous waste program and may have more strict requirements; however, most state hazardous waste laws maintain the exemption for household waste.

While household hazardous waste is exempt from federal regulations, questions remain about whether drugs returned by consumers in a take-back program maintain their exempt status if a collection is held at a regulated facility, like a pharmacy.

One way that EPA has simplified the regulatory requirements for collection and recycling of widely manufactured consumer products is
the Universal Waste Rule. Currently, this rule covers batteries, pesticides, mercury-containing equipment, and lamps. By streamlining the requirements related to accumulation time limits, tracking, and transportation, for example, the Universal Waste Rule hopes to make it easier for companies to establish collection programs and participate in manufacturer take-back programs.

Adding pharmaceuticals to the products covered by the Universal Waste Rule could facilitate greater participation in local and state drug disposal programs. In fact, EPA is considering this policy change. In its spring 2008 semiannual regulatory agenda, EPA announced that it intends to propose a rule to add pharmaceuticals to “facilitate pharmaceutical take-back programs so that these wastes can be properly managed,” among other purposes.58 The proposed rule should be published in December 2008.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIALS ADDED UNDER UNIVERSAL WASTE RULE</th>
<th>STATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEROSOL CANS</td>
<td>California, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTIFREEZE</td>
<td>Louisiana, New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALLASTS</td>
<td>Maine, Maryland, Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAROMETERS</td>
<td>New Hampshire, Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHODE RAY TUBES (CRTS)</td>
<td>Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Louisiana, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL-BASED FINISHES</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAINT &amp; PAINT-RELATED WASTES</td>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZARDOUS WASTE PHARMACEUTICALS</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EPA encourages states to adopt similar Universal Waste Rules, but this is optional as the requirements are less stringent than current RCRA requirements. Almost all states have implemented some version of the Universal Waste Rule, and some have chosen to add products to their rules, including pharmaceuticals. 59

FDA Risk Mitigation Strategy and Drug Labels. The Food and Drug Administration works with manufacturers to craft the disposal instructions that appear on the labels of around a dozen controlled substances. Through this “risk mitigation” strategy, the FDA and manufacturers have determined that flushing down the toilet or pouring down the drain is the most appropriate manner for disposal of these certain drugs to limit the opportunities for accidental overdose or intentional abuse.

FDA worked with ONDCP to craft the 2007 consumer guidance on drug disposal. While ONDCP recommended disposing of most drugs in the trash, it did note that FDA recommended that certain drugs be flushed down the toilet. The following table lists these drugs and the disposal instructions on their labels
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>CLASS / INDICATION</th>
<th>DISPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTIQ (FENTANYL CITRATE)</td>
<td>Opioid / Treatment of breakthrough pain in cancer patients</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYTRANA TRANSDERMAL PATCH (METHYLPHENIDATE)</td>
<td>Central nervous system stimulant /ADHD</td>
<td>Flush down toilet or place in household trash in a lidded container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURAGESIC TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM (FENTANYL)</td>
<td>Opioid / Management of persistent, moderate to severe pain</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXYCONTIN TABLETS (OXYCODONE)</td>
<td>Opioid / Management of moderate to severe pain</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVINZA CAPSULES (MORPHINE SULFATE)</td>
<td>Morphine sulphate / Relief of moderate to severe pain</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARACLUDE TABLETS (ENTECAVIR)</td>
<td>Antiviral / Treatment of chronic Hepatitis B</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYATAZ CAPSULES (ATAZANAVIR SULFATE)</td>
<td>Protease inhibitor / Treatment of HIV</td>
<td>Community take-back programs, where available, or place in unrecognizable, closed container in household trash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEQUIN TABLETS (GATIFLOXACIN) (STAVUDINE)</td>
<td>Antibiotic / Treatment of lung, sinus, skin, urinary tract infections, and certain sexually transmitted diseases</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZERIT FOR ORAL SOLUTION (STAVUDINE)</td>
<td>Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor / Treatment of HIV</td>
<td>Flush down toilet or pour down drain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEPERIDINE HCL TABLETS</td>
<td>Narcotic / Relief of moderate to severe pain</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEROCET (OXYCODONE AND ACETAMINOPHEN)</td>
<td>Opioid / Relief of moderate to moderately severe pain</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYREM (SODIUM OXYBATE)</td>
<td>Central nervous system depressant / Prevention of catalepsy in patients with narcolepsy</td>
<td>Pour down drain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FENTORA (FENTANYL BUCCAL TABLET)</td>
<td>Opioid / Treatment of breakthrough pain in cancer patients</td>
<td>Flush down toilet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Capt. Jim Hunter, R.Ph., M.P.H., Senior Program Manager on FDA’s Controlled Substance staff, explained these precautions in recent consumer guidance, using a fentanyl patch, an adhesive patch that delivers pain medicine through the skin, as an example. Fentanyl exposure can cause severe breathing problems and lead to death in babies, children, pets, and even adults. “Even after a patch is used, a lot of the drug remains in the patch,” said Hunter, “so you wouldn’t want to throw something in the trash that contains a powerful and potentially dangerous narcotic that could harm others.” 61

As drug disposal programs become more widespread and available to consumers, and if DEA proposes to allow consumers to mail unused controlled substances to reverse distributors, FDA may need to revisit its risk mitigation strategy. Drug labels that include disposal instructions may also need to indicate that there are options beyond flushing available to consumers.

3. PROGRAM SUSTAINABILITY

Even if the above legal and regulatory challenges are resolved, there are additional obstacles that may stand in the way of establishing a comprehensive solution for opioid disposal. Among these is the problem of articulating a compelling value proposition for participation and sustaining adequate funding.

Incentives for Consumers. Take-back pilot programs typically rely on education and outreach to drive consumer participation; however, participation rates are difficult to project and are sometimes much lower than expected. One reason for low consumer turnout may be that some individuals believe there is little chance for abuse of their unused drugs — and they may be right if they have no children, teenagers, elderly adults, or pets present in the home. Alternatively, some patients may be reluctant to part with the drugs because they think the drugs may be useful to them sometime in the future, or because they do not want to dispose of a potentially expensive product for which they will not get a refund. Ensuring that programs are convenient and well advertised can certainly help, but some people simply may never be motivated to participate, not seeing the personal value proposition in disposing of their unused drugs.

For these people, additional incentives may help secure broader participation. One option for encouraging broader consumer participation is to offer consumers something of value in exchange for returning unused drugs. For example, consumers could be paid for returning unused drugs, similar to the return deposits historically offered for glass bottles...
and aluminum cans. Alternatively, pharmacies or other retail stores could offer discounts on future purchases or other in-kind benefits, similar to the loyalty cards that are widely used today by many retailers, including some pharmacies. While a “benefits” program may be less attractive to consumers than straight cash, it can offer a meaningful opportunity for pharmacies and retailers to increase sales and build customer loyalty.

**Incentives for Collection Locations.** Hosting a take-back program undoubtedly creates costs for collection locations, but it also provides them an opportunity to mitigate these costs by increase customer traffic and, possibly, sales. Additionally, collection locations may be able to generate goodwill in their communities by offering take-back services.

Pharmacists, in particular, may be reluctant to participate in take-back programs because of the added responsibility and burden that participation in these programs would bring. Several pharmacists interviewed suggested that ensuring that they are compensated for their time is critical to promoting their participation in these programs. How pharmacists should be compensated depends in part on the nature of their responsibilities. For example, if a pharmacist is participating in a one-time take-back event, compensation could be paid on an hourly basis. However, if the disposal program is a permanent feature in the pharmacy and pharmacists are taking back unused medications during the regular course of their business, fee-for-service (FFS) — in effect, a reverse dispensing fee — might be a more viable compensation structure. If compensation is based on a FFS model, it may be appropriate to pay a higher fee for taking back medications like opioids that will likely require with special inventory and disposal protocols.

**Incentives for Reverse Distributors.** Because of their expertise in managing pharmaceutical returns to manufacturers on behalf of providers and other institutions, reverse distributors may seem well-suited to participate in a consumer take-back program. Indeed reverse distributors sometimes choose to participate in take-back programs for philanthropic reasons or to generate goodwill, but integrating consumer returns into their core business may present some challenges. The reverse distribution business model derives value from managing a high volume of products and is dependent in part on refunds or credits offered by manufacturers. To make it worthwhile for reverse distributors to participate in take-back programs, the programs would need to be able to reliably collect large quantities of unused drugs on an ongoing basis. Even then, reverse distributors’ interest in participating may be limited because products returned by consumers are generally ineligible for manufacturer refunds or credit. Unless reverse

“*The funding right now isn’t sustainable. Some kind of national or industry-sponsored infrastructure would help maintain the momentum we’re seeing in our state and across the country.*"
distributors can refine their business model to create value from consumer-returned products, their incentive to participate in take-back programs will likely remain largely philanthropic.

**Funding.** In the absence of a market-driven business model for deriving private value from consumers’ unused drugs, funding for take-back programs would need to come from public sources or philanthropy. General tax revenue is one possible source of funding, but it may not be reliable because it is subject to regular review and revision by states or the federal government. A more targeted funding system, such as charging a disposal fee at the time of purchase, offers greater transparency to consumers. Tires and automobile oil are examples of products for which consumers are accustomed to paying disposal fees. Likewise, consumers could be charged a disposal fee when picking up a prescription, with revenues from the fee directed to fund take-back programs and other costs associated with proper disposal of unused drugs. One criticism of such a fee might be that it could inhibit access to necessary medications, particularly at a time when consumers are regularly facing higher out-of-pocket costs for healthcare products and services, including prescription drugs. In addition, some may argue that a disposal fee should not be charged on all drugs that are purchased, only on those that are disposed of instead of consumed. Charging consumers a fee when they bring back unused prescriptions, however, would likely discourage participation in take-back programs.

To avoid charging direct fees to consumers, some other options merit exploration. In an effort to promote great patient compliance with medication regimens and disposal instructions, health plans could craft an arrangement with manufacturers whereby plans would condition final payment for drugs prescribed to their members on notification that the patient completed the doses or returned the unused portion for disposal. Under this method, manufacturers would have a direct financial incentive to promote disposal programs, and ensure that there are sufficient options available to consumers. This method would require some coordination with the collection locations and patients as well, so that plans could receive the required notification.

Another possible funding method is direct fees to industry as a whole. In other countries that operate disposal programs, it is drug manufacturers, pharmacies, and drug wholesalers — not consumers — that are assessed a disposal fee. This producer responsibility or product stewardship model used for drug take-back programs in Canada, Australia, and Europe is currently gaining support, and is the preferred funding model in legislation in New York, Washington, and Oregon. For example, the
quantity of drugs collected is the basis for manufacturer fees in British Columbia, Canada. Although imposing an assessment on manufacturers to fund take back programs may seem more palatable than charging consumers directly, it is likely that the cost would still be passed on to the consumer through higher drug prices. The best way to keep program costs low is by designing and operating an efficient take-back program. Fortunately, the experience in British Columbia suggests that it is possible to operate a large-scale take-back program on a relatively small budget, with limited impact on manufacturer business costs or consumer drug prices.

4. EFFECTIVE EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Deploying an organized and effective education and outreach effort is an important step for ensuring broad stakeholder confidence and participation in a disposal system. Individuals and groups impacted by the development of a comprehensive disposal system will become more aware of the issues surrounding unused or expired pharmaceuticals (e.g., drug diversion, accidental poisoning, and environmental concerns) and the benefits of designing a sustainable disposal system. Education plus outreach will also help inform interested parties, both from the public and private sector, about ways to address the multitude of issues resulting from unsafe disposal of pharmaceuticals and consequently, broader participation and collaboration by different stakeholders in the design and use of a disposal system.

Education and outreach operations should be directed toward key stakeholders and their constituents, whose involvement and participation in the development and use of a disposal system will shape its overall success. These vital stakeholders include:

+ Consumers (parents, teens/children, consumer-focused groups)
+ Healthcare professionals (doctors, nurses, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, health educators)
+ Pharmacies and pharmacists
+ Hospice
+ Federal agencies (DEA, EPA, CMS, SAMHSA, ONDCP)
+ State and local government officials (law enforcement, municipal waste, state and local health departments, state boards of pharmacy)
It is important to customize both the educational content and method that information is delivered when directing such efforts to various stakeholders.

**Consumers.** Consumer investment in a pharmaceutical disposal system depends on whether there is a clear value proposition associated with its use. It is paramount to inform consumers through a number of mechanisms that their participation may yield aggregate benefits. These benefits include cleaner waterways and reduced opportunities for illicit diversion of pharmaceuticals into the black market, as well as more direct benefits such as decreased accidental poisoning. Not all consumers are familiar with the pharmaceutical disposal topic or take-back programs. This fact makes it important to provide information that is easily digestible, conveys the main facets of a disposal system, and attempts to level everyone’s knowledge base.

To facilitate consumer outreach on a broader scale, educational materials should be disseminated to all age groups including children/teens, parents, and the elderly, especially those living in assisted living facilities. Information directed toward parents should explicitly issue warnings about the potential hazards to children of leaving unused pharmaceuticals around—notably controlled substances—as well as the options for disposal. Educational content for children/teens should promote disclosure to parents if and when medication dosages are complete and if leftover drugs remain. Information that is provided to the elderly should encourage open dialogue between them and their caretakers about the options that may be used for drug disposal.

All this content can be disseminated in many forms and through various grassroots channels such as TV commercials, newspaper ads, radio ads, local press releases, and pamphlets/flyers.

**Healthcare Professionals.** Individuals generally value their provider’s input on a range of clinical and health-related issues. Providers may serve as an ideal gateway for educating consumers about the safety benefits of a frequently used disposal system. Before doing so, providers themselves need to be just as informed about the upside of creating and sustaining a system. This message can be delivered through professional associations and journals.

“We get calls from school districts, nursing homes, coroners’ offices, health departments, and businesses across our county. There’s a real demand for our program.”
Pharmacies and Pharmacists. Pharmacies and pharmacists play an integral role in developing a disposal system, and having their full support and participation is vital for establishing a workable system, especially if the collection sites are located in pharmacies. Working with industry associations that represent these groups could be an effective and efficient tactic for educating a broad set of pharmacists and pharmacies. The associations may help inform their constituents on the value of contributing to the solutions development process. Some pharmacies are already invested and involved in conducting pharmaceutical collections that are available regionally and locally. Enabling others to learn from these pharmacies that have taken a leadership step could encourage wider participation.

Hospice. Although the exact amount is uncertain, hospice, both inpatient and outpatient, may generate large quantities of leftover medications following patients’ deaths. As required by Medicare Conditions of Participation (COP) for Coverage, all hospices must have a drug disposal policy. The new COPs also require hospices to share these policies with patients and/or their families and discuss disposal options when controlled substances are first ordered. Educational efforts aimed at hospices should seek to inform these policies and provide advice for discussing drug disposal issues with patients and/or their families. Educating all hospices on safe disposal techniques, possibly through their national associations, may better enable them to offer consistent recommendations.

Federal Agencies and Regional/Field Offices. Outreach to the following federal agencies should be conducted: DEA, EPA, CMS, SAMHSA, and ONDCP. This effort should focus less on the education of these entities and more on outreach to solicit participation in the development process, which requires demonstrating and articulating the value and necessity of a system. Outreach should be directed to the regional and field offices of these federal agencies, where applicable, as well. From the onset, the relevant departments within these offices should be encouraged to exercise some level of commitment because their input and perspectives on issues regarding funding, infrastructure, and design of the system are essential. The involvement of these entities in the process would spur fruitful dialogue about the legal and regulatory landscape governing pharmaceutical collection and disposal and how it may be improved moving forward.
State and Local Government. Inviting various government stakeholders to openly discuss what their role should be in building a disposal system is the first step in ensuring adequate and committed participation from the public sector. Stakeholders representing state and local governments should be part of this dialogue, including representatives from law enforcement, municipal waste, state and local health departments, and state boards of pharmacy. Periodic conferences are one way to focus on this issue and may be a strategy for gathering all of the appropriate governmental and private bodies to discuss their role in building and sustaining an effective system.

Conducting a broad, efficient, and effective educational and outreach effort is imperative for spreading the message about the benefits of an unused opioid disposal system and also for fostering collaboration between stakeholders interested in building a comprehensive system that meets the needs of all involved.
The White House Office of National Drug Control Policy recommends flushing certain drugs and combining all others with undesirable substances, like coffee grounds or kitty litter, and placing them in the trash.

The SMARxT Disposal campaign, sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the American Pharmacists Association, and the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America, cautions against flushing or pouring drugs down the drain.

The Food and Drug Administration recommends flushing certain narcotic pain relievers and other controlled substances for safety reasons.

The Environmental Protection Agency stated at a Senate hearing that “it is important that the public understand that the toilet is not a trash can for unused medications.”

INCONSISTENT DISPOSAL ADVICE LEAVES CONSUMERS WITHOUT CLEAR GUIDANCE
MODELS FOR REFORM
System reform is no easy task, and an issue as complex as disposal of controlled substances calls for involvement of many different agencies at the federal, state, and local levels — some of which have not historically had interaction. American federalism demands a shared responsibility of all levels of government. This dynamic federalist system can yield different results, however, depending on who is at the helm. The federal government may be better suited to take a leadership role in aligning the states toward a single national priority on an issue, as well as redistributing resources as a result of its access to a broader tax base. On the other hand, states and localities may be better equipped to take the reins when local values and preferences truly differ around the country and dictate distinctions in public policy.⁶³
PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES DISPOSAL SYSTEM

There are three possible pathways to achieve reform on disposal of controlled substances. Each relies on leadership and execution by local, state, and federal leaders, but differs in the responsibilities each assumes.

Pathway 1: Local Leadership, State and Federal Execution. In essence, this pathway is how the drug disposal landscape is currently being shaped. Local pharmacies, senior centers, law enforcement, and community groups within a defined geographic region are responding to an important public health problem created by the presence of unused drugs by implementing drug disposal programs. Local leaders are integral members of their communities, understand the local values and priorities, and can take quick action to meet the evolving needs of their community.

This pathway, often termed “grassroots,” can lead to widespread reform, but typically change is effected slowly. For example, the substance abuse treatment movement that occurred nationally in the 1970s and 1980s can be traced back to the founding of Alcoholics Anonymous in 1935, several decades before.64

Local efforts may also lack adequate funding needed to sustain disposal programs on a continual basis. Funds from municipal coffers or from private grants are drawn from a relatively small pool of dollars that have to be apportioned carefully. If local priorities shift, funding for disposal programs could dry up, leaving consumers without safe options to dispose of controlled substances they want to remove from their homes.

Coordination and communication between local efforts is crucial to ensure that lessons learned are shared, and to foster a sense of community among programs scattered across the country. To drive change on a national level, local leaders will need to achieve a certain level of consensus on the approaches that can best achieve the goals of the critical success factors. Local leaders speaking with one voice and a unified agenda are more likely to get the attention of state and national policymakers. Without principles, priorities, or best practices that can be replicated, what may emerge could be a patchwork of drug disposal programs that bear no relation to one another — and that could have little hope of evolving into a national movement towards proper disposal.

There are some organizations that currently exist that could serve as the convening body for bringing together local leaders: the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National Association of Counties, the National Association of City and County Health Officials, the National Association of Drug Diversion Investigators, the Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America,
and the National Sheriffs’ Association are examples of such organizations that have a stake in the public health of consumers, and could be good starting points for initiating dialogue among local leaders seeking to drive change on a larger scale.

**Pathway 2: State Leadership, Federal Execution.** Past reform efforts on other healthcare issues have taught valuable lessons in how to structure a reform movement to achieve the best outcome for all interested stakeholders. One of the major principles of federalism is that states act as “laboratories” for experimentation, testing out various policy approaches to determine which work best and could be implemented on a national scale. This theory, of course, hinges on sharing and applying lessons learned. Examples of unsuccessful results derived from the laboratory theory scatter recent history of policy reform:

**Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Benefit.** Part D emerged after most states had already implemented pharmacy assistance programs; however, some key elements of the Medicare program were not derived from the state programs. Namely, the coverage gap, or “doughnut hole,” and the dual-eligible enrollment presented new and somewhat divergent programmatic aspects, and not based on the lessons learned in the states.

**State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP).** Despite objective success of the SCHIP program in reducing the number of uninsured children the states, federal reauthorization of the program in 2007 failed. Ideological disagreements about program design and the role of government in healthcare kept the legislation from moving forward. After two vetoes, Congress and the President agreed to an 18-month extension in December 2007.

A handful of states have recently or are currently exploring legislative options to enable consumer drug disposal. The only state successful in this venture thus far is Maine, which passed a law in 2003 to establish a mail-back program for consumers’ unused prescription drugs. New York and Washington both considered legislation in 2007 and 2008 to require pharmaceutical manufacturers to establish and fund programs to collect and dispose of unwanted drugs. Neither bill passed. Also in 2007, California and Pennsylvania considered requiring retailers of prescription drugs to have collection and disposal options in place for consumers. Again, neither of these provisions passed; however, California did enact an amended
version of the bill that required the California Integrated Waste Management Board to develop model collection and disposal programs by the end of 2008.

Currently, most of these states are looking to Maine’s mail-back pilot and Washington’s PH:ARM program as models ripe for expansion to the national stage. As more states implement options for consumer drug disposal programs, however, new models may emerge as leading contenders for national solutions. To exchange lessons learned and to build consensus on the needed reforms, state leaders — like local leaders — must also seek to foster communication and collaboration. Organizations that exist to bring state leaders together, such as the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National Governors’ Association, the National Association of State Boards of Pharmacy, and the National Association of State Controlled Substances Authorities.

Pathway 3: Federal Leadership, State and Local Execution. For every failed attempt at national reform, there is also a success story. Take, for example, welfare reform in the mid-1990s. Based on guidance and study design well-defined at the federal level, states implemented true experiments to test various approaches to welfare reform — complete with hypotheses, control groups, and data collection. The outcomes of the experiments were the launching pad for a new way of thinking about effective welfare policies, and led to sweeping change on a national scale.65

Federal leadership on drug disposal will be a complex venture, as several agencies have interests in the issue — agencies that are not accustomed to collaboration. The DEA and the ONDCP should be at the center of this dialogue, as they will have valuable perspectives on the unique complications around the handling of controlled substances. Without absolute support from these agencies, a disposal system for controlled substances could face serious legal hurdles and obstacles for success.

Consultations with federal agencies like the EPA and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) would enhance input on the public health concerns related to poisoning and environmental effects of drug disposal. To the extent that a mail-back program is considered, consultations must take place with representatives from the U.S. Postal Service. HHS, and in particular, CMS, will be able to assist in the system design from a payer’s perspective. Representatives from HHS may have insight as to incentives for consumers to participate or ways that payers can encourage participation. The FDA may also have ideas as to how to facilitate disposal through the drug labeling and approval process, the SAMHSA, and the National Institute on Drug Abuse would offer significant contributions to
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the discussion of how to structure the disposal solutions to best combat drug abuse issues.

To foster alliance and cooperation among disparate stakeholders on a discrete issue, the federal government has explored a number of mechanisms, including national coordinators, panels, commissions, and White House conferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COORDINATOR OFFICES</th>
<th>PANELS AND COMMISSIONS</th>
<th>CONFERENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Each type of collaboration has merits and limitations. For example, if a national coordinator office is placed in the White House, like ONDCP, it may have better access to the president and may have greater visibility with the press and the public; however, it may not have the support of the federal agencies and it may not sustain across administrations. Conversely, if an agency houses a national coordinator office — ONC is within HHS — the agency secretary may be able to make progress without needing presidential approval at every turn, but the office may be constrained by limited funding and staffing.

Panels and commissions are advantageous for engaging a wide range of experts on an issue — from the public and private sectors, and they tend to generate substantial press coverage. One downside, however, is that follow-up activity is usually necessary to carry out their recommendations. A White House conference can be an effective means of
spotlighting an issue and catalyzing executive-level and regulatory action; however, they typically are one-time events that the press and public eventually lose interest. 66

No matter the mechanism used to bring together federal stakeholders, leadership from DEA and ONDCP will be critical to bring about changes in the laws and regulations related to handling and disposal of controlled substances.

WHICH PATHWAY WILL LEAD TO SUCCESS?

Judged against the four critical success factors — consumer convenience, legislative and regulatory feasibility, program sustainability, and effective education and outreach — the relative merits and limitations of these three pathways to reform comes into sharper focus. While none is likely to appear the clear winner in all cases, stakeholders pursuing drug disposal reform will want to contemplate how conducive each pathway is to achieving success on these four objectives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Convenience</th>
<th>Local Leadership, State and Federal Execution</th>
<th>State Leadership, Federal Execution</th>
<th>Federal Leadership, State and Local Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More familiar with community needs</td>
<td>Larger funding base could mean more options for collection</td>
<td>Should implement flexible solutions to allow state and local leaders to best meet their own needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for faster deployment of solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legislative &amp; Regulatory Feasibility</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grassroots reform often unorganized and slow</td>
<td></td>
<td>Setting federal priorities can help state and localities develop uniform or consistent policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Sustainability</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited funding through grants and small tax base</td>
<td>Larger funding pool, but competes with other state priorities</td>
<td>Wields strongest influence over funding streams, private sector participation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective Education &amp; Outreach</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closer ties to local participants in take-back programs and consumers</td>
<td>Can tap into existing public health education and outreach programs aimed at key stakeholders</td>
<td>Can use visibility with public and press to reach broad audience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONCLUSION
Communities across the country are exploring options for collecting and disposing unused medications from consumers. Take-back programs have emerged as one possible strategy to prevent drug abuse, accidental poisoning, and harmful disposal practices such as flushing. However, because of the barriers that exist in today’s regulatory environment, these programs cannot offer comprehensive solutions that include collection of controlled substances.

The broad range of stakeholders that are needed to formulate workable solutions are beginning to engage in substantive and productive dialogue, but there is more work to be done. By contemplating the critical success factors and the possible reform pathways, stakeholders can begin to create systems for controlled substances disposal that attract sustained consumer and industry participation and demonstrate value to their communities.
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